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In this paper, we use the author’s diagram proof of Riesz’s theorem together 
with special seminorms to show that two theorems proved by the author general- 
ize a compact interpolation theorem of Krasnoselskii, and a compact inter- 
polation theorem of Juberg. 
I. 1NTaonuCT10~ 
Very often, the same operator is investigated on several different function 
spaces, Thus, it is valuable to have theorems which give relationships between 
properties of the same operator considered in different function spaces. The 
well-known Marcel Riesz interpolation theorem [12] which was published in 
1926 is a nontrivial example of such a theorem. 
Since 1926, much work has been done in interpolation theory by Calderon 
in 1964, Lions-Peetre [7] in 1964, and Schechter in 1967. 
More recently, Williams [17], in 1971, defined a generalized interpolation 
space, X(7-.C) Y which generalizes each of the abovementioned interpolation 
spaces. Also, a generalized interpolation theorem is proved in [17] which 
generalizes the Calderon, Lions-Peetre, and Schechter interpolation theorems. 
The classical theorems of Riesz and Marcinkiewicz follow from interpolation 
theory, and there are many applications in differential equations, and Banach 
algebras (see [1, 13, 141). 
Up to now, most of the work in interpoation space theory has been concerned 
with obtaining bounded linear operators between interpolation spaces. It is 
natural to ask if there is also a compact interpolation theory. 
Compact interpolation theory has been studied by authors such as 
Krasnoselskii [6] in 1960, Persson [1 I] in 1963, Lions-Peetre [7] in 1964, and 
Juberg [4] in 1974. 
* This paper was made possible in part by fellowships received from the Southern 
Fellowships Fund of Atlanta, Georgia. The author, however, and not The Southern 
Fellowships Fund, is completely responsible for the statements made herem and for 
their publication. 
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Compact interpolation theory can be applied directly to the study of compact- 
ness of certain integral operators. Also, the reader will note that a lot of elegant 
mathematics is used in compact interpolation theory. 
We now give some definitions: 
DEFINITION. A compatible triplet {X,, , X, , %} consists of two Banach spaces 
X0 and X, which are continuously embedded in a Hausdorff topological vector 
space F. 
A seminorm which measures the size of the non-compact part of an operator 
is the P-seminorm defined as follows (see Nussbaum [8] and Webb [16]). 
DEFINITION. Let X and E’ be Banach spaces. Then the P-seminorm of 
L E B(X, Y), the set of all bounded linear operators from X to Y, is 
P(L) = ,z; y) II L - k’IlBCX.Y, * 
Note. X(X, I;) is the set of all compact linear operators. 
Remarks. (i) P(L) = 0 if and only if L E K(X, Y). 
(ii) P(L) d IIL I~B(x,Y) . 
Now we define a TM-space (see Nussbaum [S]) as a Banach Space X such that 
there exists a sequence of linear projections {P,} (projection means P,* = P,) 
on X such that R(P,) = Range(P,) is finite dimensional for each rz, 11 P, 11 < M 
for each n, and for each x E X, 
lim P,x = x. n-tm 
C[O, 11, C(Y), where Y is a compact HausdorfI metric space, ID, and L+[O, I] 
are all ?r,-spaces, where 1 < P < 00. 
‘Next, another seminorm is defined. 
DEFINITION. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, Y is a TM-space with projec- 
tions {Pn}. Let L E B(X, Y). Then seminorm Q is defined by 
4(L) = b+T SUP II L - PJ IIm Y) * 
Note. The lim sup exists since 
II L - PnL II ,< II L II + M II L II. 
s, = s(PO, E,, , X0 , PI , El , X1) denotes the Lions-Peetre [7] interpolation 
space which is also a generalized interpolation space [17]. 
In this paper, we use the author’s [3] diagram proof of Riesz’s theorem [I21 
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together with the seminorms defined above to show that two theorems proved 
by the author [2] generalize a compact interpolation theorem of Krasnoselskii 
[6-J, and a compact interpolation theorem of Juberg [4]. 
II. GENERALIZATIONS OF KRASNOSELSKII'S THEOREM 
First, we show that Krasnoselskii’s theorem [6] is a corollary of two theorems 
proved by the author [2], if Pi < q, , i = 0, 1, where 1 < P, , qi < co. First, 
we state Krasnoselskii’s theorem: 
KRASNOSELSKII'S THEOREM. Let Q be a closed, bounded subset of R* which 
may be extended to a set of in$nite measure. Let I < Pi , q1 < CO, i = 0, 1. 
If q1 is finite, and if L is a linear map which is continuous from Lpo(!2) 4 L*o(Q) 
and compact from Lpl(sZ) - LQ(Q) then 
where 
L: Lp(Q) - Ln(Q) is compact, 
s E (0, 1) is fixed. 
We show that for Q = R’, or if Q is any finite interval on RI, and if Pi < q1 , 
i = 0, 1 then Krasnoselskii’s theorem follows from the following corollary 
of a theorem proved by the author [2, p. 651. 
COROLLARY. Let Q = RI, or let Q be any finite interval on RI. Let 1 < P, , 
q,<cobesuchthatP,<q,,i=O,l.LetO<s<lbefixedsuchthat 
1 l-s -= 
P 
--+$, l_!+L. 
0 1 9 Ql 
I. If Lo = L j Lpo(sZ) E B(L”o(Q), Lqo(Q)), and L, = L 1 LPI(Q) E B(LPl(Q), 
D(Q)) then L, = L 1 Lp(Q) satisfies: 
(a) P(L,) < 2P(Lo)1-s P(L,)“. 
(b) In particular, if Lo or L, is compact then L,s is compact from Lp(Q) 
to LQ(Q). 
II. If q. = co then 
(a) p(L) < 2 II Lo IP . p(W. 
(b) In particular, if L, is compact then L, is compact from Lp(Q) 
to LQ(Q). 
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Proof of Part I 
By a lemma proved by the author [2], L@(Q), Lql(f2) and LQ(l2) are x,-spaces 
with projections (I’,}. 
By a corollary in [2], {Lpo(Q), Lp$2), L&&2)} and 
{LPO(Q), LP’(W, -G,,(Q)) 
are compatible triplets. 
Note. R1 and any finite interval on R1 are locally compact. We now have the 
following diagram: 
LP”(sz) + Ly?) L + L”(Q) + LQys-2) 
Lt 
s(Po , s, LPO(Q), 
PI , s - 1, Lyq) 
II PI 
qp, , s, LPO(Q>, 
Pl , s - 1, LP’(Q)) 
!I m 
w4 
r, T: 
t 
U 
@o , s, L”O(Q)!), 
Pl , s - 1, L*‘(Q)) 
II [71 
wll , s, LQO(Q), 
PI ) s - 1) LyQ)) 
[71 
G s&l , s, Lao(Q), 
41 3 s - 1, LU'(Q)) 
W(Po , s, LPO(Q), P, , s - 1, LP’(Q)) L’ W(Po , s, L*O(Q), PI , s - 1, L*‘(Q)) 
From the author’s work [3], the diagram satisfies the hypothesis of the 
generalized interpolation theorem [17]. 
From Williams [17], Tr and T2 in the diagram are bounded linear, where 
Tdf) = Cz”,fn T T2(g) = rmgn I andL’(f) =Lof. 
L: L”‘(Q) + L”(O) -+ L”(Q) + L”(Q) and sequence 
P,,: Lqo(Q) + L”(Q) --t L”‘(Q) + L’l(fl) are both bounded linear maps. 
By Riesz’s theorem, 
L, = L 1 Lp(Q): Lp(Q) + L@(Q) is bounded linear. 
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We now have, for every positive integer n, 
L - P,L: Lpo(Q) + Lp1(i2) -+ LgO(Q) + Lal(.Q) is linear, 
L, - P,L,: Lpo(Q) + L@(Q) is bounded linear, 
L, - P,L,: LPI(Q) ---t L”(Q) is bounded linear, and 
L, - P,L,: L’(Q) -L*(Q) is bounded linear, 
(10) 
(12) 
(14) 
where (lo), (12) and (14) follow from the properties of the sequence {P,}. 
By the classical interpolation theorem, we have norm inequality 
II L, - PJ, II < II -4 - PnL, ll1-s . II-G - PJl ll8. (16) 
Taking lim supn+= of (16) gives us 
d-h) = liy+yp Ilk - PJ, II 
< (lit+yp II Lo - P,L, IIP . (li~_smup II 4 - PJI II)” 
= q(L(p . y(L,)“. 
Thus, 
YWJ G YGJ)1-s YW. 
By a lemma proved by the author [2], Lao(Q), Lql(SZ) and L*(Q) are nl-spaces, 
and 
P(L,) ,< y(L,) < [(l + 1) qL,)I’-“[(1 + 1) 4w = 2ww-s Wd”. 
Therefore, P(L,) < 2P(LO)1-s . P(L,)“, so I(a) holds. By the definition of the 
semi-norm P, I(b) holds, and Part I holds. 
Proof of Part II 
Now L*o(Q) is not a z-,+,-space if q0 = co, because L”(Q) is not separable and 
TM-spaces are separable. But, for L”(Q), with the projections, {P,}, as previously 
defined, all the properties of a nl-space are satisfied except P, f -f for fixed 
f ELm(S2) as n + co. So, if q0 = 00, 
so Q is finite, and as above, LPI(Q) and La(D) are rl-spaces with projections 
Pnl. 
From above work, all the above properties are satisfied for the diagram. 
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By the classical interpolation theorem, 
IILS - PJ, II < llJ% - p&0 Fs . IlLI - PTA IP. 
Note. IL~qn) is the identity on Lao(Q). Thus, 
IIL, - P&s II G L(~pocn, - P,) L, p-n . Ij L, - P,L, /f 
G [II &,,, !I + II p, ll1’-s II43 rs . II-% - p?J, IIS 
< 21-s /j L, 111-a . /IL, - P,L, /IJ. 
Thus, 
II L, - PJ, II e PS II 4 Il1-s . II L, - PJ, IP. 
Taking the lim SUP~+~ gives 
Thus, 
q(L) = liy+,smup II-4 - PA, II 
< 21-S 11 L, l/1-s lirn+yp /IL, - P,L, 1Is 
= 21-s 11 L, p-5 q(L,)S. 
4(L,) < PS II Lo 111-S Q&)“* 
By a lemma proved by the author [2], 
P(L,) < q(L,) G Pa II& II’-“[(I + 1) fw18 = 2 II 43 P P&P. 
Therefore, 
q-q < 2 II L, l/1--s W,)“, 
so II(a) holds. 
By definition of the semi-norm P, II(b) holds, so Part II holds, and the corollary 
holds. 
Remarks. (i) It is clear that Krasnoselskii’s theorem follows from the 
corollary, which is stated in the context of semi-norms, if P, < q2 , and Q is 
any interval of reals. 
(ii) In a similar fashion, Krasnoselskii’s theorem follows directly from 
another theorem proved by the author [2, p. 751. 
III. A GENERALIZATION OF JUBERG'S THEOREM 
We now show that a theorem of Juberg [4] f o 11 ows from the above corollary. 
First, we have some notation in Juberg. .Q is any interval of reals, finite, or 
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infinite, LP(Q), 1 < P < 00, is the Lebesgue space of complex valued functions 
over Q. We consider the class of maps 
defined by 
L: LqQ) --+ L”(Q), 1 < P, s < cc, 
where u and ZI are complex valued measurable functions such that the part of 
the support of U(V) in any neighborhood of the boundary, b(a), has non-zero 
measure. 
DEFINITION. A linear map L is said to be boz~~ded at ( I /q, 1 is), i/P -+ l/q = 1, 
if L: Lp(Q) - Ls(Q) is bounded. 
DEFINITION. A linear map L is compact at (l/q, 1 is), 1 /P + l/q == 1, if 
L: Lp(Q) + L”(Q) is compact. 
We now state Juberg’s theorem: 
JUBERG’S THEOREM. Suppose the operation in (18) defines a map L bounded at 
( 1 1 1 1 1 
-1-v 
4i si 
O<-+-<l, 
4i sa 
and i = 0, 1. If L is compact at 
then L is compact at (l/q, 1 Is), where 
PROPOSITION. If s1 is finite, and if 0 < 0 < 1, then juberg’s theorem is a 
special case of Krasnoselskii’s theorem. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show 
1 -= 
P 
!g+$ 1 and - = 
0 1 S 
(a) Show l/P = (1 - e)/Po + O/P, . 
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Since L is bounded at (l/p, , l/Q, i = 0, 1, we have 
and from (20) 
;+-+ 
&++I 
1 1-e e --- 
4 40 +c 
L is compact at (1 /q, l/s), so 
+++. 
(22) 
(24) 
(26) 
W 
Therefore, 
1 
-+ 
P by (28) 
=l-[?+$I by (26) 
= 1 - [(I - 8) * (1 - A) + 6 (1 - k-1 by (22) and (24) 
zz=z I-+J-$+$+e-~$1 
0 0 1 
=I-,+$-;+$++$. 
0 0 1 0 1 
Thus, 
1 -= 
P 
!g+$. 
0 1 
(b) Show l/s = (1 - 0)/s, + B/s1 . 
This follows directly from (20) by adding coordinate-wise, and the proposition 
holds. 
Juberg’s theorem (as Juberg pointed out) is a special case of Krasnoselskii’s 
theorem if s, is finite, and if 13 # 0; Krasnoselskii’s theorem is a special case 
of the corollary if P, < q2 , i = 0, 1; thus, it follows that Juberg’s theorem is 
a special case of the corollary ifs, is finite, 0 + 0, and P, ,< s, , i == 0, 1. 
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